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OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    

Serial communication is one of data communication means, safer and cheaper than 

parallel communication in distant communication. It has been widely used in 

computer and device communication since the dawn of computer spread. Almost all 

facilities in industrial sites and manufacturing equipments in factories use serial 

communication as their default communication means.  

 

Every PC innately has one or two serial ports supporting serial communication. In 

order to communicate with many serial devices in industrial sites, more serial ports 

are required. This is when the serial communication Multiport is playing an 

important role in supporting externally expandable serial ports to the PC. 

 

Serial Multiport is a device mounted to the option slot of the PC, extending the 

number of serial ports in PC as many as needed. Real-time data mining and 

distribution from tens of serial devices scattered all over the industrial sites is 

enabled by installing a Serial Multiport to the PC. 

 

 

Idea of Serial CommunicationIdea of Serial CommunicationIdea of Serial CommunicationIdea of Serial Communication    

Computers represent all data with the combination of 0 and 1. 0 or 1 is called a bit, 

forming a byte as 8 bits combine together to represent a character. “Parallel 

communication” transmits multiple bits (normally 8 bits) simultaneously with many 

wires of communication line, while “serial communication” only transmits one bit at 

a time, in a time sequence with one communication line. 

 

Serial communication unpacks bytes to bits, continuously transmitting the stream 

of bits. The receiving end must be able to recognize the border of bytes so that it 

can reorganize the data as bytes. This is why the border indication is needed in 

data transmission. (Start bit, Stop bit) 

 

More information required includes how fast communication is (bps), how to detect 

errors (Parity), how to examine the receiver connection status (DTR/DSR), how to 

control the data flow (RTS/CTS). All this information is standardized as a basic 
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communication protocol (RS232 communication standard). Complicate the serial 

communication seems, it’s a wide-spread protocol since only a single line 

guarantees a safe communication to relatively distant sites. 

 

 

Types of Serial CommunicationTypes of Serial CommunicationTypes of Serial CommunicationTypes of Serial Communication    

There are three distinguishing serial communication transmission schemes, called 

RS232, RS422, and RS485, respectively. RS232 is a communication standard 

presented by EIA (Electronic Industries Association). It supports 1:1 Point to Point 

communication only, and can be active in sites as far as 15 to 100 meters, 

depending on the speed.  

 

Overcoming the short communication distance and limits of 1:1 communication, 

new standards with stronger noise response and longer communication distance 

emerged. These standards, named RS422 and RS485, guarantee 1.2 Kilometers of 

communication distance. Unlike RS232 with only 1:1 communication, Multi Drop 

scheme is applied in RS422 thus enabling up to 1:10 and bus scheme in RS485 

makes 32:32 communication. This significant improvement makes communication 

in more complex and broad conditions possible. 

 

 

Serial Serial Serial Serial MultiportMultiportMultiportMultiport on the Stage on the Stage on the Stage on the Stage    

PC only has one or two serial ports, thus the need for more PCs arises when 

connecting a number of devices to the PC. However, this method is neither cost-

effective nor rational. PCs in general consist of an optional slot for such extension 

needs. There are many types of slots such as ISA/PCI BUS, USB, IEEE 1394, and 

still others. A serial “Multiport” mounts multiple serial ports on one board or one 

box, enabling installation on a PC option slot. 

 

Serial Multiport extends serial port usage on one PC to exploit tens of these ports. 

On normal occasions, a single PC allows for maximum four Serial Multiports, which 

means a user can extend up to 128 serial ports on his or her PC. This maximizes 

efficiency by connecting multiple serial devices to one PC by port extension.  
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Serial Serial Serial Serial MultiportMultiportMultiportMultiport in Practical Use in Practical Use in Practical Use in Practical Use    

Serial Multiport can simply be applied to any place with multiple serial devices. It is 

particularly useful in industrial sites where it is essential to connect a number of 

devices. In these sites, data reliability is a primary goal to achieve, so the stability 

rather then the speed is a matter of great account. This gives a clear explanation 

for the wide use of stable serial communication in industrial devices. Currently, 

Serial Multiport is performing a very successful task in many industrial sites such as 

buildings, factories, roads, railways, and harbors, acting as a passage of condition 

monitoring, controlling, and data gathering purposes. 

 

Serial Multiport is also built-in in Kiosks at public sites or in ATMs at banks to 

control all kinds of peripheral devices embedded in them, although these machines 

communicate via high-speed lines such as LAN seemingly. 

 

Serial Multiport is widespread in circumstances where network integration of 

existing devices with no network support is required. 
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Serial Serial Serial Serial MultiportMultiportMultiportMultiport in the Future in the Future in the Future in the Future    

Serial communication is a legacy technology rich in its history of 50 years, almost 

as long as the history of computers. It still is a basis of communication technology, 

essential in industrial sites. Most of existing machinery devices installed, currently, 

has serial ports in them. Recently manufactured devices also bear serial ports in 

them, in order to communicate with existing devices. 

 

It is notable that at least in terms of communication means, restless and vast 

development is in hand. On the upper layer of network, TCP/IP protocol is a de-

facto standard, while many new technologies are competing to replace RS232 on 

the lower layer for device connectivity. Some successful attempts have been made 

to connect devices to the network, via various types of communication such as USB, 

IEEE 1394, wireless, and even power line. Now what serial Multiport confronts is an 

unavoidable fact that it should not stubbornly stay in fields of RS232. Serial 

Multiport seeks its new position as a general-purpose device connector, accepting 

wide variety of communication means. Meanwhile it will connect existing serial 

devices to the new network environment. 

 

Serial Multiport, since its foundation dates, was designed as an individual device 

connector, not an RS232 communication port. In the near future of ubiquitous era, 

serial Multiport still would act as a bridge between various devices in the lower 

layers and the ubiquitous network, at the low layer the communication 

infrastructure. 

 

    

FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures of SystemBase  of SystemBase  of SystemBase  of SystemBase Serial Serial Serial Serial MultiportMultiportMultiportMultiportssss    

SystemBase, upon its foundation in 1987, has been offering various types of serial 

Serial Multiport products to the world market, with the accumulated technologies in 

the field. The central communication controller chip called UART (Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter) is self-designed and self-manufactured by 

SystemBase, enabling faster and more stable operations. Moreover, Target Interface 

PCI Controller (SB4002A) chip, an integrated chip with many communication 
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control functions, is used among the self-manufactured UART chip, thus making the 

serial Multiport product smaller and more stable. 

 

SystemBase serial Multiports are rich in diversity, supporting from 1 to 32 ports and 

a number of types of communication to meet the needs required in industrial sites. 

They include PCI/ISA standards in PC, PCMCIA standard in notebook computers, 

and USB standard. Multiports are entirely manufactured by SystemBase. 

SystemBase will continue to research and develop serial communication-based 

technologies and various new types of Serial Multiports. These new products will be 

operable in all industrial sites, and offered in the world market continuously. (For 

more information about the products, please visit the company website, 

http://www.sysbas.com/)  

 

 


